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Fig. 1. Molecular models of lyotropic liquid crystalline 
phases. 
N: neat phase (lamellar structure) 
Vi: viscous isotropic phase (f.c.c. or b.c.c.) 


















Fig. 2. Crystal structure of the A-form potassium caprate， showing 
(a) the (010) projection and (b)血e(100) projection. 
Fig.2 IζKCのA形 (a= 8.119， 
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Fig.3. Phase diagram of the KC斗，vatersystem by optical 
study. 
solid line: the phase boundary between each phase 
observed by optical study 
dashed line: the infered phase boundary at a tem-
perature higher than lOOoC 
shadowed region: the quasi-stable middle phase 
に細かいゲル相となっている (たとえば
















































































































Fig.4. Typical pictures observed in the KC-Water system. 
(a) gel phase (KC crystal and water) 
(b) neat pha民
(c) midd' pha日
(d) fan ;truct山 、 observedin the middle phase grown from the quasi-stable middle phase 
by the drying method 
(e) quasi->table nidd'r phase 
Vi phase could nut句己めown. Many smal bubbles could not be removed in the cases of 






Fig. 5. Growth pattern of the midd1e 
phase grown from the isotropic 
solution at the concentration of 




















Fig.6. Typica1 pictures of the interface between the iso甘opicsolu tion and the middle 
phase， showing (a) and (b) at 40 C and (c) at 90 C respectively. 
(b) Vi相からのニート相の成長機構




時 Vi相との聞に明瞭な界面をつくらず， Vi相中iζ球品ニートが成長し， それが次第に assenble して
ニート相が形成されていく乙とが iKC-Water J系の乾燥法による例祭でも篠認された。 さらに Vi相中
に球品ニートができる以前IC，bubbleの回りにニート屈が成長するζとも確認された。
98 佐藤消隆 ・回村義明 ・岡田正和
Fig. 7. Growth paterns of the neat phase， show-
ing a neat layer around the bubbles and a 
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SUMMARY 
The lyotropic liquid crystalline phases of the potassium caprate-water system have 
been investigated by means of a polarizing microscop巴.
Three typical phases of lyotropic liquid crystal were observed in the binary mixture 
of potassium caprate and water， as being respectiv巴lya neat phase， a viscous isotropic 
phase and a middle phas巴. The phase diagram of the potassium caprate-water system 
shows the sarn巴 formas the other soap-water systems qualitatively， for example the 
po tassium palmi ta te-wa ter system. 
The liquid crystal growth experim巴ntsfor both the neat phase and the middle 
phase were performed by the drying method. As for the neat phase， itwas confirmed 
that the spherulytic neat and the neat layer around the bubble are the characteristic 
99 
patterns of the earlier stage of the growth. This was reported by us in the study of the 
monoglyceride-water system. The growth patterns of the middle phase grown from the 
isotropic solution differ from those of the neat phase but resemble those of the 
"solid" crystal. 
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